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RECURRENCE OF MULTIPLY-ENDED PLANAR TRIANGULATIONS
ORI GUREL-GUREVICH ASAF NACHMIAS JUAN SOUTO
ABSTRACT. In this note we show that a bounded degree planar triangulation is
recurrent if and only if the set of accumulation points of some/any circle pack-
ing of it is polar (that is, planar Brownian motion avoids it with probability 1).
This generalizes a theorem of He and Schramm [6] who proved it when the set
of accumulation points is either empty or a Jordan curve, in which case the
graph has one end. We also show that this statement holds for any straight-line
embedding with angles uniformly bounded away from 0.
1. INTRODUCTION
A circle packing of a planar graph G = (V ,E) is a set of circles {Cv }v∈V in the
plane with disjoint interiors such that Cv is tangent to Cu if and only if u is ad-
jacent to v in G . Koebe’s famous circle packing theorem [9, 13] asserts that any
finite planar graph has a circle packing; furthermore, when G is a triangulation
this packing is unique up to Möbius transformations and reflections of the plane.
In their seminal paper, He and Schramm [6] studied the analogue theory for
infinite planar graphs and found inspiring connections between parabolicity or
hyperbolicity of the circle packing and recurrence or transience of the corre-
sponding random walk on G . Their theory is restricted to one-ended planar tri-
angulations, that is, the removal of any finite set of vertices of G and the edges
adjacent to it results in some finite components and a single infinite component.
The goal of this note is to generalize their theory to any bounded degree planar
triangulation which can be multiply-ended.
Given a circle packing P = {Cv }, a point z ∈R2 is called an accumulation point
of P if any neighbourhood of z intersects infinitely many circles of P . A mea-
surable subset A ⊂ R2 is called polar if planar Brownian motion {Bt }t≥0 avoids it
with probability one, that is, the event Bt 6∈ A for all t > 0 occurs almost surely.
The simple random walk on G is said to be recurrent if it returns to its starting
vertex almost surely.
Theorem 1.1. If P = {Cv } is a circle packing of a bounded degree planar triangu-
lation G, then the simple random walk on G is recurrent if and only if the set of
accumulation points of P is a polar set.
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1.1. Extensions. It will be useful to consider more general embeddings of pla-
nar graphs. Given a planar graph G , an embeddingwith straight lines of it in the
plane is a map taking vertices to distinct points in R2 and edges to the straight
lines between the corresponding vertices such that no two edges cross. A point
p ∈ R2 is called an accumulation point of an embedding of G if any neighbour-
hood of it intersects infinitely many edges. An embedding with straight lines of a
planar triangulation G is good if the angles between any two adjacent edges are
uniformly bounded away from 0. We note that this also implies that the angles
are uniformly bounded away from pi and, by the sine law, the ratio between the
lengths of two adjacent edges is uniformly bounded.
Theorem 1.1’ If G is a bounded degree planar triangulation with a good embed-
ding, then the simple random walk on G is recurrent if and only if the set of ac-
cumulation points of the embedding is a polar set.
Given a circle packing P = {Cv } of a bounded degree planar triangulation G
we may obtain a straight line embedding by mapping vertex v to the center of
Cv . Rodin and Sullivan’s ring lemma [11] asserts that the ratio between radii of
tangent circles are bounded by a constant depending only on the degree. Hence,
in each such triangle the altitude’s length is comparable to the edge length and so
the angles are uniformly bounded away from 0. We deduce that the straight lines
embedding obtained from P is a good embedding and so Theorem 1.1’ implies
Theorem 1.1.
Our last extension of Theorem 1.1 handles planar graphs with bounded de-
gree that are not necessarily triangulations but have a bounded number edges
on each face. The embedding condition presented in the next theorem appeared
in [4], see also [2].
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a bounded degree planar graph embedded in the plane
with straight lines such that
(a) For each face, all the inner angles are bounded away from pi uniformly (so
in particular all faces are convex, there is no outer face, and each face has
a bounded number of edges).
(b) The length of adjacent edges is comparable.
Then the simple random walk on G is recurrent if and only if the set of accumula-
tion points is a polar set.
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Proof. Construct a new planar triangulation G ′ by adding a new vertex for each
face of G and connecting it to all the vertices of that face. Embed this graph by
taking the embedding of G and map each new vertex of G ′ to the center of mass
of the vertices of its corresponding face. It is immediate that the set of accu-
mulation points of G and G ′ is the same. Let us also observe that this is a good
embedding of G ′. Indeed, [2, Lemma 2.1] asserts that the angle between any two
adjacent edges is bounded away uniformly from 0. Hence, if u′,u, v, v ′ are con-
secutive vertices in a face of G (it is possible that u′ = v ′ when the face is a trian-
gle), then the distance between u′ and the infinite straight line connecting u and
v is comparable to the edge length of uv , and likewise for v ′. By convexity, the
same holds for any other vertex in the face and therefore the distance between
the centre of mass and each edge of the face is comparable to the edge length of
the face. It follows that the angles of triangles in G ′ are bounded away from 0.
Furthermore, G and G ′ are immediately seen to be roughly equivalent, see [10,
Section 2.6]. Thus, Theorem 1.1’ applied to G ′ combined with [10, Theorem 2.17]
gives the required result. 
Remark. As the proof above suggests, condition (a) in Theorem 1.2 may be re-
placed by the condition that each face can be triangulated into a bounded num-
ber of triangles such that each triangle has angles bounded away from 0. In par-
ticular, the faces need not be convex.
1.2. About the proof. The proofs by He and Schramm [6] are based on the dis-
crete analogue of the notion of extremal length and on the classical fact that
the simple random walk on a graph is recurrent if and only if the edge extremal
length from any finite set to infinity is infinite. It is assumed in [6] that the graph
G is one-ended (what they call disk triangulations) and the proofs do not seem
to generalize to the multiply-ended case.
We present here a very short proof of Theorem 1.1. In particular, we do not use
the theory of extremal length or quasi-conformal maps, however, the heuristic
leading to the proof relies on these notions, so let us briefly describe it.
Let G be a planar triangulation with a good embedding. Given G we may con-
struct a Riemannian surface S(G) by considering each face as an equilateral tri-
angle of unit length and gluing them together according to the combinatorics of
the graph, as done in [7]. A curve in S(G) has a length associated with it which
is obtained by adding up the Euclidean length of the curve in each equilateral
triangle it passes through. Thus, the natural shortest-length metric on S(G) is
defined. It is easy to verify that this metric on S(G) is roughly isometric to the
graph-distance metric on G .
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Next, consider the injective map ϕ : S(G) → R2 \ A where A is the set of accu-
mulation points of the packing obtained by mapping the vertices of S(G) to the
centers of circles of the packing P = {Cv } and then linearly interpolating so that
the map between each unilateral triangle of S(G) is mapped affinely to the corre-
sponding triangle formed by the circle centers of the face. Since G has bounded
degrees, Rodin and Sullivan’s ring lemma [11] implies that the angles in each such
triangle in R2 \ A are bounded away from 0 and pi uniformly, thus the map ϕ is
K -quasi-conformal (see [1]) with dilatation K depending only on the bound on
the degree.
It is a classical fact due to Kanai [8] (see also [10, Theorem 2.17]) that parabol-
icity of a surface or recurrence of a graph (see precise definitions below) is in-
variant to rough isometries, so G is recurrent if and only if S(G) is parabolic.
Another classical fact is that quasi-conformal maps change extremal length by
at most a multiplicative factor depending only on K (see [1]) and since ϕ was
quasi-conformal, S(G) is parabolic if and only if R2 \ A is parabolic, concluding
the proof.
2. THE PROOF
2.1. Recurrence and parabolicity of graphs and surfaces.
2.1.1. Recurrence. Given a finite set of vertices K ⊂V , the capacity of K is defined
by
cap(K )= inf
u
∑
e=(x,y)∈E
|u(x)−u(y)|2 ,
where u : V → R has finite support and satisfies u(v)= 1 for any v ∈ K . It is easy
to see that in any connected graph if the capacity of a finite set K is positive, then
the capacities of all finite sets are positive. The following is a classical result (see
[10, Exercise 2.13]).
Proposition 2.1. A connected graph G = (V ,E) is recurrent if and only if cap(K )=
0 for some/all finite sets K ⊂V .
2.1.2. Parabolicity. Let S ⊂ R2 be a domain and consider Brownian motion on it
with Dirichlet boundary conditions (that is, the motion is killed upon hitting ∂S).
We say that S is parabolic if for any open set U ⊂ S Brownian motion started at
any point visits U almost surely. For example, R2 minus an isolated set of points
is parabolic, but the R2 \ [0,1] is not. As in the discrete case, there is a condition
for parabolicity in terms of capacities. The capacity of a compact set K is defined
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by
cap(K )= inf
u
∫
S
|5u|2dµ ,
where the infimum is taken over all Lipschitz functions u : S → R with compact
support such that u|K = 1 and 0≤ u ≤ 1. Again, it is easy to see that if the capacity
of one compact set is positive, then all compact sets have positive capacities. The
following is the continuous analogue of Proposition 2.1 (see [5, Chapter 5] for the
proof and a general discussion of Brownian motion on Riemannian manifolds).
Proposition 2.2. A domain S is parabolic if and only if cap(K ) = 0 for some/all
compact sets K ⊂ S.
2.2. Proof of Theorem1.1’. Let us first prepare some notation. Given a bounded
degree triangulation G and a good embedding of it, we abuse notation by refer-
ring to v both as a vertex in G and as a point in the plane given by the embedding
and to e both as an edge in G and as corresponding straight line in the plane. We
denote by |e| the Euclidean length of e and let S ⊂R2 be the domain obtained by
taking the union over all the faces of the closed polygon inscribed by the face. By
definition ∂S = A, where A is the set of accumulation points. Lastly, since the em-
bedding of G is good, we denote by η> 0 the lower bound on the angles between
adjacent edges.
We begin by showing that if G is recurrent, then S is parabolic. Fix a vertex
ρ of G and let K = {ρ}. Since G is recurrent, by Proposition 2.1 we have that
cap(K ) = 0. Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and let u : V (G) → R be a function with finite
support, u(ρ)= 1 and∑(x,y)∈E |u(x)−u(y)|2 < ε. Define u˜ : S →R to be the linear
interpolation of u on S, that is, if ξ ∈ S is inside the triangle v1v2v3 and ξ= xv1+
y v2+zv3 for x, y, z ≥ 0 and x+y+z = 1, then u˜(ξ)= xu(v1)+yu(v2)+zu(v3). Note
that u˜ is Lipschitz and compactly supported.
We claim that there exists a constant C =C (η) <∞ such that if ξ is inside the
triangle v1v2v3, then
|5 u˜(ξ)| ≤C |v1v2|−1 max
(i , j )∈{1,2,3}2
|u(vi )−u(v j )| . (2.1)
Indeed, assume without loss of generality that mini=1,2,3 u(vi ) = u(v1) and by
subtracting a u(v1) from u we may further assume that u(v1) = 0 and that u(v2)
and u(v3) are non-negative. For any ξ inside the triangle v1v2v3 we have that
du˜
d y (ξ) = |v2v1|−1u(v2) and du˜d z (ξ) = |v3v1|−1u(v3). Since the edge lengths of the
triangle v1v2v3 are comparable, (2.1) follows.
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e
FIGURE 1. The sausage lemma: no edge that is not adjacent to e
can intersect the marked “sausage” around e with width c|e|.
Since the embedding is good, |v1v2|2 is comparable to the area of the triangle
v1v2v3 (with a constant depending only on η), thus,∫
v1v2v3
|5 u˜|2dµ≤C max
(i , j )∈{1,2,3}2
|u(vi )−u(v j )|2 ,
and hence
∫
S | 5 u˜|2dµ ≤ C
∑
e=(x,y)∈E |u(x)− u(y)|2 ≤ Cε and we conclude by
Proposition 2.2 that S is parabolic.
To prove the converse, let us first recall an easy geometric estimate of [2].
Lemma 2.3 (Sausage lemma [2]). There exists c = c(η)> 0 such that if e, f are non
adjacent edges, then d(e, f )≥ c|e|, where d(·, ·) is Euclidean distance.
Now, assume S is parabolic and let K ⊂ S be a compact set so that cap(K ) = 0
by Proposition 2.2. Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and let u˜ : S → R be a Lipschitz func-
tion compactly supported such that u|K = 1 and
∫
S |5 u˜(z)|2d z ≤ ε. We define
a function u : V → R as follows. Given a vertex x, let rx be the minimal length
of an edge adjacent to x and let X be a uniform random point in the Euclidean
ball around x of radius crx , where c is the constance from Lemma 2.3. We define
u(x)= Eu˜(X ). Let (x, y) be an edge in G ; by Jensen’s inequality
(u(x)−u(y))2 ≤ E[(u˜(X )− u˜(Y ))2]≤ E[(∫
ΓX Y
|5 u˜(z)|d z
)2]
,
where for any two points p, q in R2 we denote by Γpq the straight line between
them. Note that we used Lemma 2.3 to assert that ΓX Y ⊂ S. We now use Cauchy-
Schwartz and the fact that |ΓX Y | ≤Crx for some C =C (η)<∞ to bound
|u(x)−u(y)|2 ≤CrxE
[∫
ΓX Y
|5 u˜(z)|2d z
]
≤Cr 2xE
[|5 u˜(Z )|2] ,
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where, conditioned on X ,Y the point Z is drawn uniformly on the line ΓX Y . We
are left to bound the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the law of Z with respect to
Lebesgue measure. Indeed, let Tx y be the union of the triangles touching x or y
and let fZ be the density of Z . It is clear that fZ = 0 out of Tx y . Given any z ∈ Tx y
let B(z,δ) be the Euclidean ball of radius δ around z. We claim that for some
C =C (η)<∞
P(Z ∈B(z,δ))≤Cδ2r−2x . (2.2)
Indeed, assume without loss of generality that z is closer to x than to y and con-
dition on the value of Y . Then for the event Z ∈ B(z,δ) to occur we must have
that X belongs to the cone emanating from Y that is tangent to the circle ∂B(z,δ)
— this has probability at most Cr−1δ. Conditioned on this event, Z must fall on
an interval of length at most 2δ on the line ΓX Y — this has probability at most
Cr−1δ, showing (2.2). Hence fZ (z) ≤Cr−2x for any z ∈ Tx y . Since the area of Tx y
is proportional to r 2x we get that
|u(x)−u(y)|2 ≤C
∫
Tx y
|5 u˜(z)|2d z .
We sum this inequality over all edges (x, y) in G and since the degree of G is
bounded we integrate over each triangle a bounded number of times, whence∑
(x,y)∈E(G)
|u(x)−u(y)|2 ≤C
∫
S
|5 u˜(z)|2d z ≤Cε ,
showing that G is recurrent by Proposition 2.1. 
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